Participation in energy demand response programs requires an active role by users of residential appliances: they contribute flexibility in how they use their appliances as the means to adjust energy consumption and improve Smart Grid reliability. Understanding the collective potential that appliance-level flexibility has on Smart Grid reliability is challenging and complex. Physical characteristics of appliances, usage preferences, habits, and lifestyle are socio-technical factors that influence system-wide reliability coming often at the expense of users' comfort, i.e. thermal. This paper studies appliance-level flexible scheduling and specifically the following research questions: (i) How flexible are users in scheduling their appliances to improve Smart Grid reliability? (ii) How do users' comfort requirements affect the contributions of flexibility and as a result the collective action of improving Smart Grid reliability? (iii) Which appliances have the highest regulatory impact on Smart Grid? (iv) Can flexibility further improve Smart Grid reliability compared to simply operating individual appliances more efficiently? And finally, (v) what is the impact of varying users' participation on the collective action of improving reliability? To address these questions, a distributed optimisation scheme is studied to coordinate the selection of multiple appliance-level schedules representing users' self-determined flexibility. Experimental evaluation using a novel dataset collected via a smartphone app shows that higher user flexibility significantly improves Smart Grid reliability with the oven having the highest system-wide potential for this. Compared to an existing efficiency scheme for kettles, flexible coordinated scheduling shows further improvements in reliability. These new findings have implications for the design of more cost-effective and granular demand response programs in participatory and decentralised Smart Grids.
Introduction
The European 2030 climate and energy framework has set out three key targets for the year 2030: At least 40% reduction in greenhouse gas emissions, since the 1990 levels, 27% share of renewable energy, and 27% improvement in energy efficiency [1] . Energy demand response programs are means to achieve such targets [2] ; by increasing the efficiency of Smart Grids and reducing demand peaks. Demand response can be defined as the "changes in the electric usage by the end-users from their normal consumption patterns, in response to changes in the price of electricity over time, or to incentive payments designed to induce lower electricity use at times of high wholesale market prices, or when system reliability is jeopardised" [3] . In a demand response program, users can schedule their energy demand, and later adjust it based on received signals from the power utility company [4, 5] . Demand adjustment represents the level of user flexibility, for instance, the shift of an appliance usage earlier or later in time from the intended usage time [6, 7, 8, 9] . In this paper, the users' demand flexibility is the contribution of alternative appliance usage schedules; for instance, multiple schedules as In this paper, the collective goal of the demand response program is the improvement of Smart Grid reliability. This can be achieved by uniformly distributing the demand across the day, thus preventing energy demand peaks that can cause blackouts [4, 6, 14] . Computationally, this system-wide goal can be modelled as the minimisation of a non-linear cost function, i.e. variance. On the other hand, the goal of individual self-interested users is to maximise comfort, e.g thermal, by using their appliances at the desired time. It is shown that these two objectives can be orthogonal to each other [15, 16] . For instance, the demand response program might delay (or advance) certain appliance usages to prevent demand peaks, thus lowering users' comfort. Hence, users, depending on their intrinsic interests and incentives, can decide on the trade-offs between personal comfort and grid reliability.
Designing a demand response program that effectively captures such socio-technical trade-offs at the appliance-level is the challenge that this paper tackles. More specifically, this paper addresses the following research questions: (i) How flexible are users in scheduling their appliances to improve Smart Grid reliability? (ii) How do users' comfort requirements affect the contributions of flexibility and as a result the collective action of improving Smart Grid reliability? (iii) Which appliances have the highest regulatory impact on Smart Grid? (iv) Can flexibility further improve Smart Grid reliability compared to simply operating individual appliances more efficiently? And finally, (v) what is the impact of varying users' participation on the collective action of improving reliability?
To address these questions, this paper introduces a novel appliance-level energy scheduling system that relies on users' self-determined flexibility to regulate energy demand. Each user interacts with a prototyped digital assistant running as an app on a smartphone. Via this scheduling agent, users determine the household appliances' schedules, i.e. starting time and duration of operation. They can add high-level constraints, for instance, which appliances should not be used in parallel. Additionally, users can indicate the discomfort level they are willing to tolerate as an indicator of flexibility. For instance, to what extent the schedule can shift in time from the desired operational time. Users can also determine how much comfort they are willing to sacrifice to contribute to the collective goal, i.e. system reliability. Note that improving Smart Grid reliability in terms of minimising a non-linear cost function requires coordination among users' schedules, that is an NP-hard combinatorial optimisation problem [15, 17] . Approximation mechanisms that find a near-optimal solution are used in this context such as I-EPOS( Iterative Economic Planning and Optimised Selections) [15] . I-EPOS can model a demand response program as a decentralised multi-agent system and as such it is locally run by the scheduling agent of users. I-EPOS optimises the selection of schedules in a fully decentralised and cooperative fashion to improve Smart Grid reliability. The selected schedules are presented to users via their scheduling agent. These schedules can be executed automatically by a home energy management system or provided as recommendations, e.g. what thermostat set-points should be set at different times.
Modelling and evaluating such a complex system at the appliance level is challenging as such low granularity and privacy-sensitive data are usually not (openly) available by power utilities. Moreover, large-scale social studies that can be linked with the actual energy consumption behaviour at the appliance level are generally costly, over-regulated, and require complex interventions by power utilities. To overcome such limitations that have significantly restricted the scope of earlier research [7, 8, 16] , two datasets are combined to make this research feasible: (i) A new real-world dataset collected in a field study using an Android mobile application. The dataset contains 420 schedules for 7 appliances, collected from 51 participants together with complementary survey data. (ii) An existing state-of-the-art dataset [18] from a pilot study that is used to model the energy consumption profiles of the collected dataset.
The analysis of the collected data and the extensive experimental evaluation of the decentralised socio-technical optimisation demonstrate the significant regulatory potential of flexibility in appliance scheduling; users are indeed flexible at a varying level on the basis of the appliance type and their desire to sacrifice individual comfort in exchange of undertaking collective actions that improve Smart Grid reliability by up to 54%. The oven demonstrates the highest regulatory capacity, and the overall cooperative approach shows up to 12% higher reliability compared to non-cooperative schemes that focus entirely on the efficiency of individual appliances, i.e. kettle. Strikingly, the proposed cooperative approach can improve reliability even if 40% of the users do not contribute any flexibility. In summary, the contributions of this paper are the following: (i) A novel appliance-level scheduling system based on users' self-determined flexibility that regulates users' comfort vs. system-wide reliability. (ii) A data-driven analysis of appliance-level socio-technical factors that influence Smart Grid reliability. (iii) The applicability of a decentralised cooperative socio-technical optimisation [15] of Smart Grids at the appliance-level. (iv) A quantitative comparison to related work which reveals that, in comparison to improving appliance efficiency, flexible coordinated scheduling can further improve the reliability of the Smart Grid. (v) A new dataset on flexible scheduling of appliances by residential users.
The rest of this paper is outlined as follows: Section 2 summarises related work. Section 3 provides an overview of the studied scenario. Section 4 introduces the flexible scheduling model. Section 5 illustrates the distributed combinatorial optimisation system (I-EPOS) that models the demand response mechanism. In Section 6 the experimental methodology of the paper along with the dataset, survey, and mobile application are illustrated. Section 7 shows the experimental evaluation and Section 8 summaries the main findings. Finally, Section 9 concludes this paper and outlines future work.
Related Work
Demand response programs in the context of Smart Grids have been subject to extensive research [19, 20] . Several studies attempt to model markets and pricing schemes to coordinate users' demand and energy supply. Examples are game-theoretic approaches [9, 21, 22] , heuristic evolutionary algorithms [23] , and agent-based techniques [24, 25] . Residential appliance scheduling via demand response programs has been identified as a valid approach for improving Smart Grid efficiency and utilisation [26, 20, 8, 5] . Often, such programs adopt load-shifting to achieve their objectives [26] . To perform load shifting, the users' flexibility in appliance usage must be determined. There are two approaches to determine this flexibility. The first one is the estimation of flexibility based on extrapolated consumption The user u initialises its scheduling agent and adds appliances information, usage constraints, and the comfort vs. reliability preference. Then, the user submits the appliance schedules with their flexibility values. The scheduling agent generates all possible plans for each appliance based on Algorithm 1, and combines the plans for all appliances. The scheduling agent applies users constraints and preferences on the plans. After, the scheduling agent samples plans based on the system-wide sampling mechanism, and provides them as input to I-EPOS. I-EPOS coordinates and selects a subset of these plans with the aim of improving the grid reliability. Finally, the selected plan is presented to the user via the scheduling agent.
data [2, 6, 7, 14, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32] . Two of the most prominent pilot studies within this approach are LINEAR and REFIT. The LINEAR pilot studies the residential demand response flexibility of 239 households, during three years [8] . In LINEAR, the flexibility determines the latest time a task should be completed by and is set by the user. The REFIT dataset contains the consumption data for 20 households at an aggregate and appliance level [33] . REFIT does not include households' flexibility preferences for different appliances. The second approach is to simulate the operating times of appliances as well as usage habits [5, 8, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41] . However, flexibility estimations based on extrapolated or simulated data fail to account for the scenarios where users' behaviour deviates from the norm (e.g., having guest, or going on holidays). Additionally, previous research on load-shifting demand response programs do not address the socio-technical factors that affect users' flexibility in appliance usage (e.g., comfort vs. System-wide reliability preference). Hence, this paper introduces an appliance-level day-ahead scheduling system based on users' self-determined flexibility that regulates users' comfort vs. system-wide reliability.
Smart Grids and demand response programs are often considered to be technical in nature. However, recent research has emphasised the socio-technical aspects of Smart Grids [11] , and how demand response programs can be designed to be more bottom-up, and user-centred. It is argued that user flexibility does not only depend on the appliances and monetary incentives [13] ; but additionally it depends on individual characteristics and behaviour [12] , conventions [10] , and social practices involving the appliances [42] . However, capturing such information based on historical data can be very challenging. Thus, this paper utilises appliance-level day-ahead scheduling via a personalised scheduling agent for each user. Using this scheduling agent, users directly determine their schedules, flexibility, usage preference, scheduling constraints, and comfort vs. reliability preference, on a daily basis. While this approach does require a higher level of engagement from users, recent research has shown that values such as increased control and autonomy can improve users' acceptance and participation in such programs [13, 43, 44] .
Finally, the complexity of coordination and optimal selection of users' schedules is combinatorial (NP-Hard) and computationally expensive [17] . Distributed optimisation and control algorithms have been utilised in Smart Grids and demand response program to cope with this complexity. Such algorithms approximate a near-optimal solution between users' demand and the supply requirements of the utility company [45] . By utilising a distributed algorithm, the demand response program can better address the increasing penetration of distributed energy resources. It can also expand the possible solution space, improve the privacy of users, and provide more resilience against adversarial users [46] . This paper utilises and expands I-EPOS to provide a distributed, privacy-preserving coordination and optimisation scheme for users' schedules [15] . I-EPOS has been used in various sharing economy scenarios such as energy management [15, 47, 16] , bike sharing [15] , and charging control of electric vehicles [48] .
Overview
This paper introduces a novel appliance-level flexible scheduling system. The socio-technical factors of this system that affect users' appliance scheduling are studied. Such factors include users' self-determined flexibility, the tolerance level of discomfort, usage habits, and comfort vs. reliability preferences. Given their flexibility, users coordinate their schedules to meet the system-wide objective of improving the reliability of the Smart Grid. The motivation behind this is that [49, 50, 51] , and has been utilised in several real-world application domains [15, 25, 52] . Figure 1 shows the overall studied scenario of this paper. This scenario has four main steps: (i) Each user is given a mobile application which acts as the scheduling agent. Using their scheduling agent, the users indicate the appliances they are willing to schedule. In addition, users determine their usage constraints, discomfort threshold, and various preferences such as the comfort vs. reliability preferences. (ii) Users submit the appliance schedules and flexibility to the scheduling agent. Based on this flexibility, multiple alternative energy consumption patterns are generated (see Section 4), each called a plan. Based on users' constraints (e.g., not showering while the oven is on), the scheduling agent removes the conflicting plans. (iii) The plans are provided as input to I-EPOS for execution. The distributed combinatorial optimisation system I-EPOS is utilised as the demand response mechanism to coordinate the selection of users' plans, and find a combination that improves Smart Grid reliability. (iv) Finally, the scheduling agent presents the selected plan to each user. In the next sections the above scenario is illustrated in more detail.
Flexible Appliance Scheduling
The mathematical notations used in this paper are presented in Table 1 . A user u ∈ U schedules the usage of appliance h ∈ H u . A schedule is defined as: s, d, f , where s is the preferred starting time, d is the duration in minutes, and f is the
Algorithm 1: Plan Generation
Input: schedule S : s, d, f for appliance h, time granularity g (default:
minutes), scheduling horizon (default: 24h) Output: P: list of all plans for schedule S 1 /* number of plans based on flexibility 2 k ← 2 * f / g + 1 3 /* list of all plans including the plan with f = 0 4 Initialise array P of size k 5 /* calculate the plan length 6 n ← 24h/g (based on the scheduling horizon) 7 e ← energy consumption of h per g 8 for i in 0 to k − 1 do 9 /* create a vector of 0's size n for each plan
/*s − f should be ≥ 0 as day-before schedules are not allowed
appliance flexibility in minutes. This flexibility means that the user is willing to shift its original starting time s, either earlier or later, by f minutes. A plan i of user u (p u,i ∈ P u ) is defined as a sequence of real values v 1 , ..., v n of size n = 1440 (i.e., 24*60, number of minutes in a day). Each v j represents the energy consumption of the appliance on the j th minute of the day. For each schedule, using the flexibility provided by the user, the scheduling agent generates all possible plans (P u ) based on Algorithm 1. A schedule with flexibility f results in multiple plans 1 , where the earliest plan starts at s − f , and the latest plan at s + f . Associated with each plan, is its discomfort. Intuitively, the closer a plan is to the preferred starting time, the lower the discomfort it imposes on the user. This discomfort is referred to as the local cost of a plan, and is calculated by the local cost function: f L (p u,i ). The plan derived by f = 0 is represented as p u,o and its local cost is 0 (i.e., f L (p u,o ) = 0). An example of such a process is shown in Table 2 . Table 2 : User u schedules the kettle usage at 6pm, for 10' and has flexibility of 2 minutes: 18:00, 10 , 2 . This means that the preferred starting time is 18:00 but the user is flexible for the start time to be between 17:58 to 18:02. Hence, 5 different plans are generated, the first one starting from 17:58 and ending at 18:08 and the last one starting from 18:02 and ending at 18:12. Assume that f L (p u,i ) calculates the discomfort as the absolute difference of the plan start time from the preferred starting time. The 5 generated plans are listed in the 
Constraints, Preferences, and Plan Space
If the user has certain constraints, the plans that do not adhere to these constraints are removed from P u . Examples of such constraints are when the user does not wish to shower while the oven is on, or does not use the washing machine after 9 pm. Moreover, users' preferences for different plans are measured by the local cost, with higher preference given to plans with lower local cost. If the user schedules multiple appliances, the scheduling agent combines the plans from appliances. This process is performed as follows: assume user u schedules h i with f = p, and h j with f = q. Each schedule generates 2 f + 1 plans 2 , hence, 4pq + 2p + 2q + 1 combined plans. Each value in the combined plan is the sum of the corresponding values of the two other plans. The local cost of each combined plan is the average of the local cost of the two appliance plans. This process is performed by the scheduling agent.
Comfort vs. Reliability Preference
The cost function for the demand response (global cost function) is defined as: f G (C), where C = {p u,s | ∀u ∈ U)} is the set of all selected plans by the users, and p u,s ∈ P u is the selected plan that user u intends to execute. The goal of the demand response program is to improve the reliability of the Smart Grid, and reduce demand peaks throughout the day (peak-shaving). This can be achieved by minimising the variance of users' total energy demand across the day. To do so, the demand response program can leverage users' flexibility and shift their appliance usage in time. Such an approach requires collective action and cooperation by the users, and can reduce users' comfort. In this paper this trade-off is referred to as users' comfort vs. reliability preference. Users can determine this preference in two phases: (i) Scheduling and plan generation. (ii) Plan selection.
Scheduling and Plan Generation Phase
For a given schedule s, d, f , if user u determines a high flexibility value, then the scheduling agent creates a high number of possible plans |P u | >> 1. A high number of possible plans increases the computational complexity and the storage capacity requirements of the agent. For example, in a scenario with 100 agents, each with 10 plans, the solution space size is 10 100 . Assume that user u needs to submit n < |P u | plans to the demand response program, and the plans in P u are sorted based on their local cost. A user u can utilise various plan sampling mechanisms on P u in order to indicate his/her comfort vs. reliability preference. A simplified version of the social value orientation theory [53] is used to study the range of noncooperative (maximising comfort) to cooperative (maximising reliability) behaviours. A non-cooperative user samples n plans with the lowest local cost, while the cooperative user samples n plans with the highest local cost. Intuitively, due to the popularity of certain actions, the cooperative users provide the demand response program with more diverse plans. For instance, using the oven is a very common between 6-7pm [42] . Thus, a cooperative user that allows the usage of the oven either before 6pm or after 7pm, can greatly assist the demand response program in reducing demand peaks.
Plan Selection Phase
After receiving the sampled plans from each user, the demand response mechanism coordinates and selects a subset of these plans, aiming to improve Smart Grid reliability. ∀u ∈ U, the demand response program selects plan p u,s which maximally minimises the local and global costs. For each user u, this selection is made according to the following equation:
in which λ is the weight assigned to the local cost and is determined by each user, indicating his/her comfort vs. reliability preference in the plan selection phase. A higher λ value indicates users' preference for maximising comfort (noncooperative user). Demand response programs can motivate users to set lower λ values by using incentivisation (e.g., monetary rewards).
Distributed Demand Response Optimisation
Peak-shaving has been identified as a valid approach to improve the reliability of the Smart Grid [26] . This paper focuses on minimising the variance ( f G : MIN-VAR) of users' total energy demand across the day as a way to achieve peakshaving [15] . For this purpose, users' scheduling agents employ the I-EPOS system [15] as a fully decentralised, selforganising, and privacy-preserving combinatorial optimisation mechanism. I-EPOS coordinates and selects a subset of users' plans with the aim of reducing the variance of the total energy demand across the day. Each scheduling agent runs an I-EPOS agent. The I-EPOS agents self-organise in a treetopology [54] as a way of structuring their interactions. The tree topology is used in order to facilitate the cost-effective aggregation of plans, as well as performing coordinated optimisation and decision-making. I-EPOS performs consecutive learning iterations. Each iteration of I-EPOS has two phases: the bottom-up (leaves to root) phase and top-down (root to leaves) phase. During the bottom-up phase of each iteration, agent u selects the plan p u,s to satisfy the following optimisation objective:
where σ 2 is the variance function, |P u | is the number of plans for agent u, and t is an iteration of I-EPOS. a
is the aggregate plan at iteration t − 1 of the selected plans of all agents, summed up at the root. a t−1 u and a t u shows the aggregate plan calculated by summing up the selected plans of agents in the branch below agent u, at iterations t − 1 and t, respectively. p t−1 u,s and p t u,s are the selected plans of agent u at iteration t − 1 and t, respectively. Finally, users' comfort vs. reliability preference is included in the objective via the λ parameter.
Recall that the plans are sequences of length 1440 (number of minutes in a day) and each value shows the total energy demand for that minute. At each iteration in the bottom-up phase each agent selects its plan according to Equation 2. Then it aggregates its own plan with the selected plans of agents in the branch underneath it. This aggregated plan is then submitted to the parent agent in the tree topology. Because MIN-VAR is a quadratic cost function, it requires coordination between the agents. This coordination is performed by communicating the aggregated plans in Equation 2. In the top-down phase, each agent is notified about a t−1
. Using Equation 2
, each agent can choose to revise its selected plan (p u,s ). After the final iteration F is completed, p F u,s is presented to the user by the scheduling agent of user u. This F can be a fixed number of iterations, or when I-EPOS converges [15] .
The privacy preservation of I-EPOS is based on the fact that each agent only shares the aggregated plan to the parent agent in the tree topology, and it does not disclose preferences, p u,s , P u , or λ. Moreover, this paper studies the average local cost and unfairness across all agents. At each iteration t, the average local cost D t is defined as:
At each iteration t, the unfairness Ψ t is defined as:
The above equation measures the deviation of local cost values across all agents. Further elaboration on I-EPOS is out of the scope of this paper and the interested reader is referred to previous work [15] .
Experimental Methodology
This section introduces the designed data collection, the plan sampling mechanisms and the designed experimental evaluation.
Data Collection
Based on the illustrated scenario in Section 3 and Figure 1 , a real-world dataset is collected. This dataset contains appliance usage schedules and flexibility from 51 participants across four days, from 4 to 8 February 2018. The participants were recruited through a inter-university campaign. Overall, the dataset contains 420 schedules and 46749 plans of 7 appliances. To the best of the authors' knowledge, this dataset is the first pilot study which addresses users' self-determined flexibility, as well as comfort vs. reliability preferences at the appliance level. Table 3 illustrates the distribution of the schedules and plans across different household appliances. This dataset is further analysed in Section 7. House year-built shows the distribution of the year the participants' house was built. These features are specifically chosen to provide a comparison baseline with the REFIT dataset [18] , and to assist in determining consumption profiles 6.1.1. Mobile Application An Android mobile application is developed and distributed among the participants. This mobile application is the users' scheduling agent, and is in charge of receiving the schedules, generating the plans, enforcing constraints and preferences, and interacting with I-EPOS. The application also provides the participant with a survey about their living situation (e.g., house size), appliance usage preferences, and constraints. Figure 3 shows screenshots of the mobile application.
Participants Survey
The purpose of this survey is to collect information about the demographics, households, and preferences of participants. The preferences include the discomfort threshold, the willingness to schedule appliances, and the comfort vs. reliability preference. The survey is conducted according to the GDPR guidelines, and the identity of participants remains anonymous. The detailed questionnaire and responses are presented in Appendix C. Figure 2 shows some general information about the participants and their living situation. Based on users' household information, the scheduling agent matches each user to the closest household in the REFIT dataset (illustrated in Appendix A) [18] . The REFIT dataset includes electrical load measurements from 20 households at aggregate and appliance level, timestamped and sampled at 8-second intervals. The matching is performed to estimate users' appliance energy consumption. To estimate the consumption profile of a given user, the scheduling agent utilises a linear scoring model of four household features: number of occupants, the built year, the house type, and the number of bedrooms. These features have been empirically assigned weights of 0.533, 0.267, 0.133, and 0.067, respectively. The assignment of these weights is based on the importance of each feature on household energy usage [55, 56] 3 . For each REFIT household, the user is assigned a matching score, and the household with the highest score is assigned to the user. This matching is performed without the need to involve the users directly. Although the users can manually modify the estimated appliance energy consumption if needed. Appendix A illustrates in more detail the household assignment process and the distribution of profiles among users.
Appliance Energy Consumption
The dataset 4 , mobile phone application 5 , and I-EPOS 6 are openly available online for the reproducibility of the experiments, as well as providing a comparison benchmark for further research.
Plan Sampling Mechanism
This paper utilises five different plan sampling mechanisms, each sampling 10 plans from P u , as system-wide parameters for all users. Each sampling mechanism indicates a particular comfort vs. reliability preference at the scheduling and plan generation phase (Section 4.2.1).
1. Top Ranked: Non-cooperative (greedy) user; samples the top 10 plans from the plan space (P) with the lowest local cost. 2. Top Poisson: Semi-non-cooperative (semi-greedy) user; samples 10 plans from the plan space, skewed towards lower local cost. Modelled via a Poisson distribution 7 on P ordered by increasing local cost. 3. Uniform: Balanced (fair) user; samples 10 plans uniformly distributed across the plan space. 4. Bottom Poisson: Semi-cooperative (semi-altruistic) user; samples 10 plans skewed towards the highest local cost from the plan space. Modelled via a Poisson distribution 7 on P ordered by decreasing local cost. 5. Bottom Ranked: Cooperative (altruistic) user; samples the top 10 plans from the plan space with the highest local cost. Table 4 illustrates the I-EPOS parameters used for the experiments. The results in Section 7 are averaged across 10 simulations. In each simulation of I-EPOS, the agents are randomly assigned to a position in the tree topology 8 . The topology is always a balanced binary tree. The users' schedules were collected during 4 days. The first 3 days with 51 and the last day 8 The effect of agents positioning in the tree-topology of I-EPOS is studied in Appendix B.
Experimental Design
with 50 users 9 . The presented results are the average across the four days. The λ parameter is determined based on the survey results of each user, specifically the question P7 in Appendix C. The plan sampling mechanisms (Section 6.2) are used as a system-wide setting for all scheduling agents. The scheduling agent samples and provides only 10 plans to I-EPOS (|P| = 10). In Appendix B more experiments with 5 and 100 plans are shown to illustrate the effect of |P u | on the demand response 9 On the last day one of the users did not schedule. program. The plan dimensions (24*60) are the number of minutes in a day. The value on each dimension shows the total energy usage on that minute by the user. The local cost (discomfort) is normalised and is defined as the distance between the p u,o and p u,s . This means that the plan derived from f = 0 has local cost 0, the furthest plan (s ± f ) from the original starting time has a local cost of 1. The global cost function is MIN-VAR, which minimises the variance of users' total energy demand, hence reducing demand peaks and improving Smart Grid reliability. Below is the list of experiments and their methodology.
Flexible Appliance Scheduling
These experiments study the effect of users' flexibility in scheduling their appliances on the demand response program. These effects are analysed from three perspectives: (i) Reliability of the Smart Grid (global cost), (ii) overall users' discomfort (average local cost), and (iii) unfairness. The experiments are executed using the settings in Table 4 . Each agent sets its own λ value provided by the corresponding user. These values follow the distribution in Figure 6 . Note that the average λ value specified by the users is 0.48. The experiments are repeated across the five different plan sampling mechanisms. In addition, three other fixed system-wide values of λ = 0.0, 0.5, and 1.0 are evaluated. 
Impact of Individual Appliances on Demand Response
The experiments are further expanded to study the impact of individual appliances on the Smart Grid. The motivation behind this analysis is two-fold: (i) Knowing the impact of certain appliances on global cost enables the demand response program to focus on only a subset of appliances and still achieve highly performing solutions. (ii) If a user has zero or limited flexibility in scheduling an impactful appliance, the demand response can predict the effect and use incentivisation to promote their flexibility. To calculate this impact, multiple experiments are performed. Each time by excluding one of the appliances from the demand response program. To do so, the flexibility of the excluded appliance is set to 0.
Increased Efficiency vs Flexible Coordinated Scheduling
Earlier research has studied the impact of more efficient use of appliances on the Smart Grid; specifically the increased energy efficiency of kettles if users avoid overfilling [33] . To compare this approach to flexible coordinated scheduling, the following methodology is used. Scenario (a) "Efficient Kettle": the energy savings of the kettle [33] are applied to the users of the collected dataset, during peak hours (6:30-8:30 and 19:30-21:30). Scenario (b) "Flexible Kettle": the I-EPOS experiments are performed by setting the flexibility of all appliances to 0, except the kettle. Thus, in both scenarios, the two systems can only use the kettle to improve the global cost.
Variable Participation Level
User participation is necessary for demand response programs to achieve their targets [59] . This paper analyses the impact of reduced user participation by utilising the following methodology: the users are sorted in descending order, based on their λ value. The reduced participation is calculated by changing the λ value of the top n-percent of the users with λ 1 to 1. The users with λ = 1 purely maximise their comfort. Hence, they are effectively not participating in the demand response. Utilising the above methodology, this experiment studies the necessary level of participation for the demand response program to maximise performance.
Results and Findings
This section illustrates the results and findings of the experimental evaluations. In Section 7.1 an analysis of the dataset is shown and discussed. In Section 7.2 the results of experiments with I-EPOS are illustrated. Figure 4a illustrates the probability of appliance usage across the days without any flexibility. The inclusion of flexibility makes the likelihood of appliance usage more spread-out across the day. Figure 4b shows this difference if flexibility is introduced. For instance, in the case of the dish washer without flexibility ( Figure 4a ) the usage probability is very high around 7pm. However, this probability is more distributed across 6-8pm when flexibility is included. Figure 5 shows the density distribution of three measures for all schedules. These measures are duration, flexibility, and relative flexibility ( f lexibility/duration). The densities are determined using the Gaussian kernel density estimator algorithm with the nrd0 [60] algorithm for calculating the bandwidth. While the computer has the longest average duration (300') out of all appliances, its flexibility is relatively low (47'). On the other hand, while the oven has a low duration on average (52'), it has a relatively high flexibility (60' ). This means that the oven can contribute more to distributing the energy demand across the day than the computer. Table 5 illustrates the changes in the relative flexibility of the appliances throughout the day. Using such information, the demand response program can leverage the relative flexibility of the hob in the morning, the dish washer in mid-day, and the washing machine in the evening to improve reliability. Additionally, Table 9 in Appendix B illustrates the distribution of appliance schedules throughout the day. Figure 6 illustrates the distribution of λ values across the participants. These values are based on users' answer to question P7: "I would like to accept discomfort to make more efficient energy usage "(in Appendix C). The participants are assigned one of the 5 discrete values for λ: 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1.
Dataset Analysis

Experimental Results
This section illustrates the results of the experiments based on the methodology described in Section 6.3. Note that Sections 7.2.1 to 7.2.5 illustrate the impact of flexible appliance scheduling on the Smart Grid, by measuring the global cost, average local cost, unfairness, and the cost distribution of the selected plans. Figure 7a illustrates the global cost at the final iteration of I-EPOS, for different sampling mechanisms and across different values of λ. This global cost is measured by the variance of users' total energy demand. Hence, by having a lower global cost, the demand response program can improve Smart Grid reliability. The general trend across all sampling mechanisms is that with the increase of λ, the global cost rises. This is because agents with higher values of λ tend to focus on maximising their comfort (according to Equation 2) . However, this effect varies among the plan sampling mechanisms. The Top Poisson is the most sensitive one, with 44.48% rise in the global cost between λ = 0 and λ = 1.
Global Cost
More drastic is the impact of different sampling mechanisms on the global cost. By changing the plan sampling mechanism from Top Ranked to Top Poisson, the relative global cost decreases by 54.35% for λ = 0, 54.29% for λ = 0.5, 52.44% for user specified, and 20.80% for λ = 1. However, by switching from Top Poisson to Uniform the global cost slightly increases by 3.22%, 3%, 2.62%, and 0.3%, respectively. Changing from Uniform to Bottom Poisson again decreases the global cost by 12.1%, 11.9%, 12.70%, and 15.78%, respectively. Finally, the change from Bottom Poisson to Bottom Ranked increases the global cost by 6.74%, 6.8%, 6.16%, and 8.26%, respectively. These differences are due to the entropy and diversity of users' sampled plan space (P u ). In the case of Top Ranked (non-cooperative), the agents always sample 10 plans with the lowest local cost. This means that the entropy of the plans is low [25, 16] . Hence, I-EPOS cannot perform effective optimisation in such a non-diverse plan space. When switching the sampling mechanism to Top Poisson, where agents sample 10 plans with local cost skewed towards 0, the entropy across the plans increases. Thus, the global cost reduces on average by By doing so, the computer is effectively excluded from the demand response program, and so on. The "lower-bound" is the scenario where all of the appliances are included in the demand response program, with schedule flexibility determined by the user. The "upper-bound" scenario is when the schedule flexibility of all appliances are set to 0. Table 6 : Determining factors in appliance impact on the global cost: For each factor, the 7 appliances in the dataset are ranked. It can be seen that not one single factor can explain the impact of appliances on the global cost. 10 . Overall, the best performing sampling mechanism is the Bottom Poisson that reduces the average global cost by 51.71% in comparison to Top Ranked. 10 A critical consideration here is that when an agent is asked to submit 10 plans to I-EPOS, there are cases in which the plan space contains fewer than 10 plans (|P u | < 10). The consequence is that, although aiming to sample the plans with the highest local cost (Bottom Ranked), the agent eventually submits plans even with a local cost of 0. As this happens more often in the Bottom Poisson and Bottom Ranked scenarios, they have higher entropy and lower global cost. Figure 7b illustrates the average local cost (users' discomfort). Hence, lower local cost means plans with more comfort. Within the same plan sampling mechanism, the higher the λ value, the lower the average local cost. This is because the higher λ values correspond to fewer cooperative users. For such users to maximise their comfort, they tend to choose the plans with the lower local cost. The Top Ranked plan sampling mechanism, that has the highest global cost, has the lowest average local cost. The best performing sampling mechanism regarding reducing the global cost (Bottom Poisson), results in one of Figure 11 : Comparison of the global cost between the efficient kettle and the flexible kettle. Energy consumption of the efficient kettle is based on estimated reduce in energy consumption if the users do not overfill [33] . The flexible kettle is the scenario where only the kettle is flexible and the schedule flexibility of all other appliances is set to 0. The lower-bound is the scenario where appliances are flexible, and upper-bound is where non of the appliance are flexible.
Average Local Cost
the highest average local cost. By changing the plan sampling mechanism from Top Ranked to Top Poisson, Uniform, Bottom Poisson, and Bottom Ranked, the average local cost rises by a factor of 5.9, 0.5, 1.05, and 0.42, respectively.
Unfairness
Figure 7c 
Distribution of Local Cost
The distribution of the local cost across agents' selected plans at the final iteration of I-EPOS is illustrated in Figure 8 . In the case of the Top Ranked, the local cost is highly concentrated around 0 (low discomfort), while in the Bottom Ranked around 1 (high discomfort). The most well-spread sampling mechanism regarding the local cost is Uniform. When comparing the Top Ranked and Bottom Ranked, as well as Top Poisson and Bottom Poisson, the latter has lower density peaks and is relatively spread-out. This confirms the difference in plan entropy and diversity mentioned earlier in Section 7.2.1. Figure 9 illustrates the users' aggregated energy demand across different sampling mechanisms. While in all scenarios the total energy demand is the same, by using I-EPOS the distribution of this demand is more spread-out across the day. Recall that the global cost function is the minimisation of the variance of this aggregated demand. Hence, the "flatter" the aggregate, the lower the variance. Figure 10 illustrates the impact of various appliances on the global cost. As a general trend across all plan sampling mechanisms, the oven has the highest impact on the global cost. By excluding the oven from the demand response in Top Ranked, Top Poisson, Uniform, Bottom Poisson, and Bottom Ranked the global cost increases by 3.3%, 23.8%, 25.93%, 20.77%, 25.28%, respectively. This impact is attributed to a multitude of factors, such as appliance scheduling flexibility, relative flexibility, energy consumption, and the number of plans in the dataset. For example, the washing machine has the second highest number of plans, and similar flexibility to the oven. However, it does not have the same impact on the global cost. Table 6 ranks the appliances based on such factors. An important observation is how plan sampling mechanisms compare, with Bottom Ranked being the most sensitive 11 . Table 10 in Appendix B shows more detailed results of this experiment. Figure 11 illustrates the results of scenarios (a) "Efficient Kettle" and (b) "Flexible Kettle", defined in Section 6.3.3. Additionally, the upper-bound is the scenario where none of the appliances are flexible, and the lower-bound is where all appliances are flexible. In scenario (a), the total energy demand decreases by 4.73%, and on average the global cost reduces by 2.04% compared to the upper-bound. This shows that a more efficient usage of kettles indeed improves Smart Grid reliability. In scenario (b), the total energy demand remains the same. However, compared to the upper-bound, on average the global cost reduces by 29.8%. Furthermore, when compared to the scenario (a), the global cost further reduces by 2.86%.
Users' Total Energy Demand
Impact of Individual Appliances
Increased Efficiency vs Flexible Coordinated Scheduling
The critical observation here is the role of plan sampling mechanism. In the schemes with lower user flexibility, i.e., Top Ranked, and Top Poisson (referred to as "Efficiency Superior"), the Increased efficiency approach performs better. However, in schemes where users are relatively more flexible, i.e., the Uniform, Bottom Poisson, and Bottom Ranked, optimised flexible scheduling performs better. In theses three plan sampling mechanisms (referred to as "flexibility superior"), compared to scenario (a), the global cost decreases by 6.14%. These results show that in scenarios with high flexibility, flexible coordinated scheduling of appliances can contribute further to the effective improvement in Smart Grid reliability. Figure 12 illustrates the increase in global cost, due to the reduced participation level of users. Top Ranked has the least increase in the global cost, due to the fact that the difference between its lower and upper bound is very low. Top Poisson is the most sensitive sampling mechanism. After 30% reduced participation, the global cost already increases by 61.83%. The Bottom Ranked is the most resilient sampling mechanism where the global cost increases by only 16.98% even if 40% of users do not participate. Overall, the global cost in Uniform, and Bottom Poisson increases by more than 50% within 50%, 30% of reduced participation. 
Variable Participation Level:
Summary of the Findings
The key findings of the performed experiments are summarised as follows:
• Users' flexibility in appliance scheduling depends on various socio-technical factors, such as the appliance type, usage habits, and the time of the day (Figures 4 and 5) . Additionally, high user flexibility can assist the demand response program by providing more diverse energy consumption plans (Table 3 ).
• By leveraging these alternative plans, the demand response mechanism (I-EPOS) can perform effective peak-shaving of users' total energy demand ( Figure 9 ), thus improving Smart Grid reliability.
• The user trade-off of comfort vs. reliability in the scheduling and plan generation phase can be regulated via different plan sampling mechanisms. The plan space provided by these mechanisms have varying levels of entropy and diversity. Plan sampling mechanisms that provide higher entropy and diversity, contribute significantly in improving grid reliability ( Figure 7 ).
• In the plan selection phase, the λ parameter regulates the users' comfort vs. reliability preference ( Figure 6 ). By determining the λ, users' behaviour ranges between cooperative (λ = 0) to non-cooperative (λ = 1). Cooperative users are more likely to reduce the global cost ( Figure 7 ) at the expense of higher average local cost (discomfort).
• Among the 7 appliances involved in the experiments, the oven has the most significant role in improving the performance of demand response program ( Figure 10 ).
• Increased appliance efficiency is an effective approach to improve the grid reliability. In comparison, flexible coordinated scheduling can further improve reliability, especially in scenarios with an overall high user flexibility ( Figure 11 ).
• Decrease in user participation degrades the performance of demand response. However, the impact varies among the plan sampling mechanisms, with Bottom Ranked being the most resilient (Figure 12 ).
Conclusion and Future Work
This paper introduces a novel appliance-level energy scheduling system. Using this system, users' appliance schedules, their flexibility, and the socio-technical factors affecting them are studied. A survey is performed and a real-world dataset of appliance-level energy schedules is collected for this purpose. A mobile application is distributed among the users as their personal scheduling agent. Using the application, users self-determine their appliance usage schedules, flexibility, constraints, and preferences. A distributed optimisation system (I-EPOS) is utilised to coordinate between the users' schedules, with the aim of improving the Smart Grid reliability. This can can delay some schedules for users, and thus lower their comfort. Hence, the users can indicate their comfort vs. reliability preference in the scheduling agent. Based on their comfort vs. reliability preference, the users' behaviour ranges from cooperative (maximising reliability) to non-cooperative (maximising comfort).
The experimental evaluations show that flexibility depends on various socio-technical factors, such as the appliance, usage habits, and the time of the day. Moreover, higher user flexibility, and the overall cooperation level, improve Smart Grid reliability. In addition, the oven proves to be the appliance with the most effect on the Smart Grid reliability within the studied dataset. In scenarios where users are generally cooperative, the flexible scheduling outperforms increased appliance efficiency, in regard to improving the grid reliability. Finally, the proposed system is analysed in scenarios with reduced user participation and it shows a near-maximal performance even in cases with 40% reduced participation. The findings of this paper can facilitate the design of more cost-effective and efficient demand response programs. Moreover, the inclusion of users' socio-technical preferences in the demand response programs can promote user participation, and acceptance of decentralised Smart Grids.
Further research can address the inclusion of the markets and the role of dynamic energy pricing, such as incentive mechanisms (e.g., discounts), in the proposed solution. Moreover, the proposed scheme can be evaluated in pilot tests with energy utility companies to analyse the long-term improvement and efficiency. Finally, additional societal and behavioural fac-tors and preferences, such as users' environmental awareness and carbon emissions in appliance usage, can be included in the proposed demand response program to provide a more comprehensive study. Table 9 shows the distribution of appliance schedules throughout the day. The observed usage patterns, such as high usage of Hob around lunch and dinner times, are in accordance with previous research on appliance usage [42] . Figure 14 and Figure 15 illustrate the results of I-EPOS experiment with 5 and 100 plans per agent, respectively. The key findings of the results illustrated in the paper, e.g., increase of global cost with with increase of λ, are observed here as well. Overall, it can be seen that the higher number of plans results in lower global cost, Table 7 . Effect of individual appliances on the global cost. The "Computer" illustrates the scenario where the flexibility of computer schedules are set to 0. By doing so, the computer is effectively excluded from the demand response program, and so on. The "lower-bound" is the scenario where all of the appliances are included in the demand response program, with schedule flexibility determined by the user. The "upper-bound" scenario is when the schedule flexibility of all appliances are set to 0. (a) Global cost, calculated by the plans variance. but higher average local cost and unfairness. Table 10 shows a more detailed results of the impact of individual appliances on In random ordering the agents are assigned random positions in the I-EPOS tree structure. In top-down ordering, the agents are assigned in an decreasing order based on their λ value, with root having the highest value. In bottom-up ordering, the agents are assigned in an decreasing order based on their λ value, with root having the lowest value demand response. In Figure 16 , the impact of arranging agents in the I-EPOS tree is illustrated. The position of the agents in the tree topology can affect the optimisation [48] . In order to analyse this, three different positioning strategies are studied. In top-down ordering, the agents are arranged in decreasing order based on their λ value, with the root having the highest λ.
In bottom-up ordering, the root has the lowest value of λ and so on. The random ordering is the default I-EPOS ordering where agents are assigned a random position in the tree topology. The global cost of bottom-up ordering is on average 4% higher than the random ordering across different plan sampling mechanisms. However, when using top-down ordering, the difference is significant. The relative increase in global cost when changing from random ordering to top-down ordering is 3.52% for Top Ranked, 18.96% for Top Poisson, 39.94% for Uniform, 32.51% for Bottom Poisson, and 26.99% for Bottom Ranked.
The difference between the random and the bottom-up ordering is on average 3% higher across different plan sampling mechanisms. When switching from random to top-down ordering, the average local cost decreases by 64.21%, 0.58%, 41.29%, 7.33%, and 5.39%. 
